What’s On? Things to do this July in Hong Kong

Hong Kong Palace Museum opens, Mirror goes live, and much, much more! Get ready to fill your social calendar this July! A slew of new entertainment, concerts and exhibitions open its doors to the city. Here's our guide to all the hottest happenings in town...

Hong Kong’s Maritime Miracle: The Story of our City since 1945

Explore Hong Kong’s recovery from the ravages of Japanese occupation and World War II through its modern iteration with nautical artefacts and maritime-themed tech. With more than 20 thoughtfully selected exhibits, visitors can trace Hong Kong’s evolution from its first tentative steps to prosperity at the end of World War II through to its rise as an international maritime hub. A testament to the city's admirable ability to overcome history and not only thrive, but also to prosper.

When: Ongoing
Price: Free entry
Location: Special Exhibitions & Events Gallery, 11 Man Kwong St., Central
For more information: hkmaritimemuseum.org